Abstract-In this paper, we present a straightforward numerical algorithm for visual image sequential motion detection based on half quadratic minimization method. As for the standard visual image sequences with RGB color representation, an intuitive way is to convert it to grayscale image to achieve an approximate motion detection with relatively low computational load. Instead, we propose a sequential processing scheme for more accurate detection by utilizing the motion detection algorithm separately and then performing fusion on a higher level. In this way, we extend the motion detection technique for grayscale images to be capable of dealing with visual videos. Experiment results show that the proposed algorithm can provide more robust motion detection performance and be successfully utilized in practical visual surveillance applications.
INTRODUCTION
Image sequence-based motion detection technologies are widely applied in a variety of practical surveillance applications [1] . Traditional target detection on single frame image generally makes use of imaging characteristics of the targets of interest, such as in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images [2, 3] and infrared images [4, 5] . However, for moving target detection from image sequences, the target motion is the most distinguishable characteristic to effectively extract targets.
Conventional methods for motion detection include temporal difference [6] , spatio-temporal filtering [7] and optical flow estimation [8, 9] . Optical flow is one of the most classical motion detection algorithms which approximately calculate a two-dimensional motion field according to spatio-temporal patterns of the image intensity [10, 11] . A complete overview of the developments and typical processing framework in visual surveillance is presented in [12] . Visual surveillance using the absolute difference technique in practical systems is evaluated in [13] . For automatic target tracking from image sequences, the authors in [14] proposed new image metrics that can effectively differentiate moving targets from backgrounds.
In addition, background subtraction is another effective way to directly detect the moving objects [15, 16] . By assuming that the intensity value of background pixel has the maximum probability along the image sequence, a background subtraction method based on pixel intensity classification is proposed in [17] . A Gaussian mixture model based background subtraction algorithm is proposed in [18] , which can constantly update the parameters and select the appropriate number of components for each pixel. [19] presents a real-time foreground-background segmentation algorithm by quantizing each pixel into codebooks to represent the background model over a image sequence. Furthermore, a universal sample-based motion detection technique is proposed in [20] , which is a new milestone for the group of background subtraction algorithms.
A thorough theoretical analysis on the variational approach for motion segmentation and background restoration of grayscale images has been presented in [21] . By modeling the task as an optimization problem, moving objects are detected by an iterative algorithm via the half quadratic (HQ) minimization method in [22] . As for segmentation in color videos, the authors presented a practical system for coupled background modeling and moving object segmentation in [23] . Variational approach based on the conditional probability of the spatio-temporal image gradient and prior parametric motion model is proposed in [24, 25] . Note that such a minimization processing scheme can also be applied to multiplicative noise models as discussed in [26] . In particular, a variational approach for simultaneous motion detection and background restoration focusing on motion-blurred videos has been well studied in [27] .
In this paper, we focus on the problem of motion detection in visual image sequences and propose a variational algorithm based on fusion of the half quadratic minimization results of different channels. The proposed algorithm is more efficient since the batch processing scheme in [22] is extended to a sequential processing scheme after initial stage, and thus the iterative computation operates mainly on the image data of current frame rather than the whole batch of images.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an iterative algorithm for image sequence motion detection based on half quadratic minimization is presented. A motion detection fusion scheme for visual image sequences is described in Section 3. Experiment results of the algorithm tested on real visual images are presented in Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
HALF QUADRATIC MINIMIZATION BASED MOTION DETECTION
We assume that the image data acquired at frame h are denoted as
In the initial stage, we can get the background estimation B T and motion detection results from 1 to T (i.e., C 1 , . . . , C T ) based on the first T frames image data F 1 , . . . , F T by the batch processing method proposed in [22] . The objective functions for optimization in batch processing scheme are
is an identification function which takes value between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating the moving object region and otherwise the static background. After the initial stage, we get initial estimate of the background B T and motion detection results of frame 1 to frame T . Then we are ready to start the sequential processing for the rest incoming images, i.e., F T +1 and so on. At time step T + 1, we fix the detection results C 2 , . . . , C T , then the optimization problem in Eq. (1) is simplified as follows.
In order to overcome the difficulty in solving the Euler Lagrange equation of the above minimization problem, an extra defined functional d B is introduced, which is essentially important in the half quadratic minimization process. Details on the mathematical proof and analysis please refer to [21] . For brevity, in this section, we present our modified algorithm which is designed specifically for visual image sequence analysis directly as follows.
When the current frame of image F T +1 is acquired, we initialize B 0 ≡ B T , C 0 T +1 ≡ 1 and calculate the summations of existing detection results as follows.
Then we iteratively perform the following operations:
Step 1 Background convolution (H is a smoothing template)
Step 2 Background estimation coefficient update
Step 3 Background estimation
Step 4 Half quadratic function update
Step 5 Motion detection
After a predefined number of iterations N , the background estimation at frame T + 1 is set as B T +1 = B N , which is also the initial value for background convolution step at the next time step. Note that total variation regularization is applied on the estimated background B, which is proved to be effective in preserving the edges in images, thus the characteristics of objects in the scenario can be preserved as well [28, 29] . Motion detection step is straightforward since for simplicity, we do not set regularization on the detection results C h (h = T + 1, T + 2, . . .).
VISUAL IMAGE SEQUENCE PROCESSING
For motion detection in visual image sequences, an intuitive idea is to convert the RGB color image to a grayscale image and then apply the above algorithm. We assume that F R , F G , F B are the R, G, and B components of a visual image F . Equivalent gray value I for each pixel can be calculated as the average of the R, G, and B component images.
Taking the frame 1250 as example, Fig. 1 shows the original image and the corresponding converted grayscale image. More generalized form as a weighted sum of the R, G, and B component images is
For example, in applications of analog color television signals encoding, the weight coefficients are set as ω R = 0.299, ω G = 0.587 and ω B = 0.114. When it comes to digital color encoding, combination of ω R = 0.2125, ω G = 0.7154 and ω B = 0.072 is recommended [1] . In this way, we can operate the motion detection algorithm merely on the grayscale image converted from RGB image. A main advantage is that the computational load is reduced since only one channel of the image data needs to perform the iterative motion detection algorithm. However, as we will see in the next section, this irreversible conversion inevitably degrades the detection performance due to the loss of information. Figure 2 presents the RGB decomposition of a visual image at frame 1275. In this paper, we perform the motion detection algorithm on component image data F R , F G , and F B , and then we get the moving object index matrices of R, G, and B channels, which are denoted as C R , C G , and C B . The final moving object detection result fusion can be calculated as the pointwise minimum of the above moving object index matrices.
Note that other operations such as taking the maximization or taking the average can be used as well depending on specific needs and the imaging scene of a practical surveillance system. The processing schemes discussed above are summarized as shown in Fig. 3 . 
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we verify the proposed visual image sequence motion detection algorithm by testing the real visual image data of a practical surveillance application. We further compare the proposed motion detection approach with representative methods such as optical flow and ViBe algorithm. Parameters in the energy function are a r b = 100 and a c = 3000, and iteration times are set to 10. Length of the temporal sliding window is set as 50. The smoothing template in the background convolution step introduced in Section 2 is selected as
More specifically, for discrete images of size M × N , the gradient operation (∇u is calculated according to
Motion detection results under the grayscale image processing scheme are presented in Fig. 4 . Set of pixels that are assumed to be the moving target is Fig. 4(b) , we show the extracted objects, i.e.,
Note that there are some lost part of the objects due to the color of the objects and varying ambient lights, especially when the color of moving object is close to that of the static background. However, under the RGB color image processing scheme, if the pixel indices which are regarded as moving object regions of R, G, and B channels are
(20) then the overall moving region pixel set is simply the union of S R , S G , and S B .
Note that it is equivalent to performing segmentation by S = {(i, j) : (C) i,j < 0.5}, where C is the fused moving object index matrix as described in Eq. (13). Motion detection results of R, G, and B channels and the final fusion result are shown in Fig. 5 . We see that the lost part of the moving object in the detection result of R channel (see Fig. 5(a) ) can be supplemented by G and B channels. Obviously, compared to the results of grayscale processing scheme, shapes of the moving objects in the fusion results are more complete.
We further compare the proposed algorithm via HQ minimization with typical motion detection algorithms including optical flow and visual background extractor (ViBe). From the result comparison in Fig. 6 , we see that the optical flow method is very sensitive to slight variance of light in the scene. The segmentation result is apparently improved by the ViBe method at the cost of losing some character details of moving objects. However, there are still some false detections that are clearly observed in most frames. The proposed method can achieve a better identification result by incorporating a sliding window of image frames and performing background estimation and moving object detection in a coupled way. And fusion of motion detection results of all the channels guarantees the validity and completeness of the extract results.
Extracted objects (i.e., {F i,j : (i, j) ∈ S}) at different frames are shown in Fig. 7 . Note that in this method, we can also restore the visual background by the combination of the background estimation in R, G, and B channels. Compared to Fig. 4 , the visual segmentation of moving objects via proposed method is more accurate and complete. Unlike the conventional motion detection algorithms which usually give hard decision (0 or 1), the proposed HQ minimization method gives soft detection results between 0 and 1. Such a detection result in the probability field can be further applied in the trackbefore-detect algorithms [30] , which has the potential to form a novel detection and tracking processing scheme for visual videos.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a motion detection algorithm for visual image sequences, which is a sequential method suitable for video processing in practical surveillance systems. Based on the half quadratic minimization technique, the conventional motion detection algorithm for grayscale images is extended to be applicable to visual videos. Fusion of the motion detection results of multiple channels over a sliding window of frames significantly improves the ability to accommodate variance of the ambient light. Experiment results verify that we can get more accurate and complete moving object detection by the proposed method. Future work includes possible extensions for non-static camera with nonGaussian imaging noises, which can provide improved robustness of the algorithm and be utilized for more general applications.
